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Abstract−MIMO system recently emerged as a solution for
the provision of wireless communications to improve capacity
and decrease bit error rate. One of MIMO variant, which is
used in this paper, is Space Time Block Code (STBC). STBC
allows diversity gain using combination of spatial and time
dimension without changing its bandwidth requirements. This
paper presents an implementation of MIMO STBC 2x1 and 2x2
on HAPS channel with the assumption that the channel state
condition is known at the receiver (perfect CSIR). HAPS
channel characteristic is known to follow Ricean distribution in
which it depends on its K factor. In case of HAPs, K factor also
depends on its elevation angle. Using computer simulation, this
paper analyzes HAPs channel performance using MIMO STBC
2x1 and 2x2 on the various of elevation angles. It is shown that
MIMO STBC 2x1 and 2x2 are able to increase performance of
HAPs channel including HAPs channel at low elevation angle.
However from our simulation capacity improvement of MIMO
STBC is obtained insignificant, therefore we propose MIMO
spatial multiplexing, which is another variant of MIMO to
obtain more capacity.
Keywords− HAPs; MIMO; STBC; Ricean channel; K factor;
Spatial Multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION
High Altitude Platforms (HAPs) is an object floating on a
stratospheric layer bringing wireless communication
equipment at approximately 17-22 km above the ground.
HAPs is able to exploit much the advantages and at the same
time overcome the drawback of the traditional systems in
terms of propagation delay and path loss suffered by satellite
system or a huge number of base station required by the
terrestrial system.
In our previous research [1], HAPs channel characteristic
which is experimentally measured in semi-urban environment,
deteriorates at low elevation angle. In other word the
performance of HAPs communication needs improvement for
the users who are located at the edge coverage. Measurement
result shows that for low elevation angle, i.e. lower than 400,
fading depth is observed to be approximately 25 dB or more.
Such huge fading depth, of course, will limit HAPs service
coverage to elevation angle only higher than 400 or about 50
km in diameter of service coverage. To overcome such
problems MIMO STBC is proposed in this work. MIMO
STBC which allow diversity gain is expected to improve bad
channel condition especially for low elevation angles.
MIMO is simply defined as an use of more than one
antenna at transmitter and/or receiver. There are two kinds of
MIMO called Spatial Multiplexing (SM) and Space Time
Block Code (STBC). On this paper, we use MIMO STBC
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with 2 antennas transmitter with combination of 1 and 2
antennas at receiver. HAPS is then used as transmitter and
both antennas is placed onboard the platform as depicted in
Fig 1. The previous research [3] have shown that MIMO can
be implemented on single HAPs with specific spacing
between them depend on its frequency. For 2.4 GHz, both
antennas must be separated about 12 meters. Simulation is
then runned by MATLAB R2008a. The variables that are
used in the simulation is elevation angle from 10 – 90 degree
which represent the K factor and operating frequency at 1.2
and 2.4 GHz.
The remaining part of this paper is outlined as follows.
Section 2 presents channel model and propagation
characteristic in a HAPs system. Section 3 reviews in detail a
concept of MIMO STBC. Simulation model is explained in
Section 4. Section 5 shows simulation result, and finally,
concluding remark is drawn in Section 6.
II. HAPS CHANNEL MODEL AND PROPAGATION
CHARACTERISTIC
Generally, there are some propagation phenomena that
can happen on HAPS channels as follow: Free space path
loss, multipath fading, rain attenuation, gas absorption, and
scintillation [2]. Most of them are frequency dependence.
Rain attenuation, gas absorption, and scintillation are
significant only on a high operating frequency, i.e. above 10
GHz. While this paper used freq 1.2 and 2.4 GHz, all of them
will be ignored on the formulation and simulation.
In case of HAPs channel, Ricean fading is a general case
of fading channel model that there are two components of
signal arrive at the receiver. First component arrive at receiver

Fig. 1 MIMO STBC model in HAPs channel.
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thrrough line of sight (LOS) path
p
and the second compponent
com
me from multipath scattered
s
signal. In HAPs
H
com
mmunication channel, itt is possiblle to have both
com
mponents beccause HAPs is highly possitioned abovve the
groound. Therefoore, the channeel characteristtic in HAPs syystem
cann be representted by Riceann distribution which is exprressed
as follow,

x(t ) =

KΩ j ( 2πf
e
K +1

D

cos ( θ ) t + Φ

+

K
h (t )
K +1

Fig. 2 Basic conccept of MIMO.

(1)

a Φ are elevvation angle, fD is
whhere K is a Riccean factor, θ and
Dooppler frequenncy from receiiver movemennt with velocitty (v),
andd h(t) is a scatttered componnent that can be
b expressed as,
a
π

rh (τ ) := E [h (t ) h * (t + τ )]= ∫ ph (θ ) e j 2πf

D

cos ( θ ) τ

dθ

(2)

−π

E 2(t)] is estiimated to be one,
o
then scatttered signal power
p
If E[h
on the formula above becom
me σ2. On thee other hand, LOS
siggnal power whhich is significcant in HAPs channel, is deenoted
by A2, and K is defined
d
as A2/2σ
/ 2. So, the tootal received power
p
is represented
r
byy
E [x 2 (t )] = A 2 + 2σ 2

(
(3)

E|xx2(t)| is locall mean receivved power. Thherefore it is to be
said that Riceann signal is an
a addition off LOS and NLOS
N
com
mponent withh a weighting factor of K. Then, the formula
aboove can be wrritten as follow
w
H =

K
1
.Hd +
. Hs
K +1
K +1

(4)

Now we sim
mple analyze a multiple inpput multiple output
o
(M
MIMO) techniqque which is defined as thee use of moree than
onee antenna at trransmitter andd/or receiver as
a shown in Fig.
F 2.
As already menntioned, there are two kindds of MIMO called
c
Spaatial Multipleexing (SM) and Space Time
T
Block Code
(ST
TBC). In this paper, we evvaluate the use of MIMO STBC
S
2x22 which in HA
APs channel itt can be propoosed to improvve the
useer performancce located at thhe edge of covverage. We use the
trannsmission schheme of orthhogonal STBC
C which is firstly
f
intrroduced by Alamouti
A
[4].. At time t, antenna Tx0 sends
siggnal s0 and Tx1
al s1, then at time t+T, Tx0 sends
x sends signa
siggnal –s1* and Tx1 sends signal signal s0*. Fig 3 shoows a
sysstem configurration using MIMO
M
STBC
C 2x2. Both of
o the
siggnal then transsmitted by twoo independentt Rician channnel h0
andd h1. Channel is assumed saame at time t+
+T and time t.

h1 (t ) = h1 (t + T ) = h1 = α1 e jθ

1

(5)
(6)

s
Received siggnal is a mulltiplication off transmitted signal
witth channel andd addition witth AWGN noiise.
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r1 = − ho so * + h1 so * + n1

r3 = h2 s1 * + h3 so * + n3

III. MIMO SPACEE TIME BLOCK CODE

o

ro = ho so + h1 s1 + n0
r21 = h2 so + h3 s1 + n2

S component, and Hs is NLO
OS componennt.
whhere Hd is LOS

ho (t ) = ho (t + T ) = ho = α o e jθ

Fig. 3 MISO STBC 2x1 [4].

(7)
(8)
(9)
(
(10)

Finally,
F
to gett signal s0 andd s1, front en
nd combiner uses
u
chann
nel informatioon from channnel estimator.

s o = ho * ro + h1 r1 *
~
so = ho * ro − h1 r1 *

((11)
(
(12)

k combiner thhen makes a new signal from
fr
combinattion
Block
of theese 4 channel and 4 receiveed signal as fo
ollows

~
s0 = h0 * r0 + h1 r1 * + h2 * r2 + h3 r3 *
(133)
~
s1 = h1 * r0 − h0 r1 * + h3 * r2 − h2 r3 *
(
(14)
IV. SIMULATTION MODEL
The
T simulationn model is ppresented in Fig 4. First, we
generrate random data to makee a symbol stream
s
input that
consiist of approxximately 10000 bit. Then th
he data is BP
PSK
modu
ulated and theen its output is inserted to STBC encodding
block
k. The processs that happen in this block is
i almost same as
explaained before. Bit stream iss separated in
nto two parts and
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forr the next timee slot, Alamoouti [4] conjuggate data is seent on
eacch antenna.

receiived bit stream
m finally com
mpared by firsst bit stream sent
s
beforre to10 get the Bit
B Error Rate (BER) at speccific signal to
0
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Fig. 4 MIM
MO STBC on HA
APS channel simuulation model.
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Fig. 6 Performannce of SISO 1x1 (freq 1.2 GHz; ellevation 0-900).
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Fig. 5 K Factor and HAPS
H
elevation anngles [1].
TABLE I. SIMU
ULATION PARAME
ETERS.
Frequency
Amount of bitss
Eb/No
Modulation
Frame length
Number of paccket
Antenna Tx
Antenna Rx
K Factor

1.2 GHz dan 2.4 GHz
1000000
STBC 2x1
2 = 0; 2; 4; 6; 8;
8 10; 12; 14; 16;
18; 20
2 = 0; 2; 4; 6; 8;
8 10; 12
STBC 2x2
BPSK
100
1000
2
STBC 2x1
2 =1
SBTC 2x2
2 =2
Freq1.22 GHz = 0.9; 1.5;; 2.2; 4.1; 8.9;
11.4; 13.5; 15.2; 18.6.
Freq 2.44 GHz = 0.9; 1.55; 2.2; 4.1; 8.9;
11.4; 13.5; 15.2; 18.6.

The next proocess is to seend the data via
v MIMO anntenna
thrrough Ricean HAPs
H
channeel with its charracteristic hass been
expperimentally investigated
i
inn our previouus work as deppicted
in Fig. 5. K facctor as a Ricean parameter for HAPs chhannel
hass been measuured and wee found that its value diirectly
govverned by an elevation anngle of the usser that look to
t the
HA
APs [1]. Addiitionally, K faactor has freqquency dependdency
in which the higgher the frequuency the smaaller the valuee of K
facctor. Output data
d
from STB
BC encoder block
b
in frequuency
dom
main are then multiply by this
t Ricean fadding parameteer and
also added by Additive
A
White Gaussian Noise at recceiver.
Aft
fter that, frontt end combiner block proccesses the recceived
datta stream usinng channel innformation thaat in this worrk we
asssume perfect channel estim
mation. The extracted
e
data from
thiss block is theen demodulateed into received bit stream. This
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Fig. 7 Performannce of SISO 1x1 (freq 2.4 GHz; ellevation 0-900).

noisee ratio (SNR)) value. Tablle I shows paarameters thaat is
used in the simullation. We usse total 100,0
000 bits whichh is
separrate into 10000 packet data, eeach of them consist of 1000 bit
(fram
me length).
V. SIMULATIO
ON RESULTS
For
F the compparison of alll methods, SISO
S
1x1 HA
APS
systeem is simulateed first. The reesult is shown
n in Figs. 6 annd 7
for each
e
operatingg frequency, 11.2 and 2.4 GHz
G
respectivvely.
As mentioned
m
beefore, in the model, simu
ulation is run on
vario
ous elevation angles whichh represent K factor of Riccean
chann
nel. K Factorr value is takken from prev
vious experim
ment
and measurement
m
in Hokaido, JJapan [1]. Bassed on the ressult,
theree is a gap betw
ween elevationn angle 40 – 50
5 deg shows the
profiile area of K factor
f
measureement which has
h a quite strrong
fadin
ng at low elevaation angle (0 – 40 deg).
Then,
T
the conffiguration is changed by adding
a
one more
m
anten
nna at transm
mitter creatingg MISO 2x1
1 HAPS systtem.
Using STBC Alamouti
A
enncoding-deco
oding techniique
propo
osed in [3], the simulatioon result is shown
s
in Figg. 8.
Simu
ulation showss that MISO can increasee HAPS channnel
perfo
ormance not only
o
for low elevation bu
ut also for alll of
groun
nd station poositions. MIS
SO is able to
o achieve beetter
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performance of about 1-11 dB for required BER 10-3
variously at 10-90 deg.

influences. It means that for MIMO STBC and MIMO SM,
when we analyze the average HAPs channel capacity in a
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Fig. 8 Performance of MISO STBC 2x1 (freq 2.4 GHz; elevation 0-900).

By adding one more antenna in receiver, the configuration
is now change to MIMO STBC 2x2. In Fig. 9, simulation
shows that this model can make significant improvement
better than the previous SISO or MISO 2x1. It has 4-17 dB
improvement compared to SISO and 3-6 dB compared to
MISO 2x1 at BER value 10-3 for all elevation angles.
By comparing all simulation results we have, it also
shown that when the elevation angle is decreased (ground
station is getting farther from HAPS), the impact of
implementation MISO and MIMO STBC is bigger than in a
high elevation angle. It can be understand because of MIMO
STBC configuration is generally good for fading handling,
while fading is depending on transmitter-receiver position. In
a low elevation angle, fading is more severe because the path
from transmitter to receiver is covered by building, trees, or
another obstacle makes a NLOS signal.
While comparing MISO STBC 2x1 and MIMO STBC 2x2
on HAPS channel based on its elevation angle. At high
elevation angle values, the performance of MISO STBC 2x1
is much worse than MIMO STBC 2x2, although it always still
better than SISO 1x1. But at low elevation angles, the
improvement is as significant as MIMO STBC 2x2.
In general, we found performances of MISO 2x1 and
MIMO STBC 2x2 on HAPs channel are superior against
SISO 1x1. From this results, we can also analyze the
performance improvement from coverage area point of view.
As mentioned before, elevation angles are so important
variable in HAPS system. It can, not only represent the
condition of Ricean channel, but also the coverage area itself.
Fig. 10 shows the radius of coverage area of HAPs can be
increased significantly from 7.28 km (SISO) to 16.78 km
(MISO STBC 2x1) and 113.4 km (MIMO STBC 2x2).
Now, for the capacity analysis, we only use 3 elevation
angles to make a simply understanding result (10, 40, and 90
deg). Simulation shows that MIMO STBC and MIMO Spatial
Multiplexing (SM) have quite similar curve for frequency 2.4
GHz and 1.2 GHz, so that we show only result for 2.4 GHz as
in Fig. 11 for MIMO STBC and Fig. 12 for MIMO SM. We
can see that elevation angles have significant impact on the
curve on outage capacity, but for the ergodic they have no big
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Fig. 9 Performance of MIMO STBC 2x2 (freq 2.4 GHz; elevation 0-900).

Fig. 10 HAPS radius coverage improvement by implementing MIMO STBC
2x2 and STBC 2x1.

quite long measurement time (ergodic), the elevation angles
variables can be ignored, but not for outage capacity analysis.
When both curves of MIMO STBC and MIMO SM are
combined together with the HAPs SISO at same elevation
angle, the result is shown in Fig. 13. As we mentioned
before, MIMO STBC and MIMO SM have a quite similar
shape of curve, but when they are put together on one graph,
its clearly shown that MIMO SM have a slope sharper than
STBC. It means that MIMO SM is much more better in
increasing capacity than STBC. Then SISO curve is used as a
comparison (red line). We can see the line of SISO is very
close together with the STBC. It means STBC is not a good
method for improving HAPS channel capacity. Note that to
comparing between its 3 configurations (SISO, MIMO STBC,
and MIMO SM) we only use the ergodic capacity which is
equivalent with Shannon capacity in SISO model.
MIMO STBC is different with MIMO SM. When MIMO
SM separated two symbol stream to each antenna, STBC
doesn’t. As mentioned before, STBC uses Alamouti encoding
which separate data in two part for each antenna Tx, then
makes a “duplicate” behind them that will be sent on next
time slot (t + T). For this we can understand why MIMO SM
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can improve HAPS channel capacity extremely better than
MIMO STBC.

Fig. 11 Capacity of MIMO STBC 2x2 on HAPS channel (2.4 GHz).

Fig 13. Capacity of SISO, MIMO SM, and MIMO STBC 2x2 on HAPS
channel (freq. 2.4 GHz; elevation 900).
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